
Report on the Cost of Supporting HAWCC by UHH 
 
I. Introduction 

The assumptions for the use of space on both campuses are as follows: 
• On the main campus, the space for student housing is excluded.  

Consequently, all costs associated with the operation of the housing are also 
excluded. 

• All spaces considered are for assignable square footage (ASF).   
• For this analysis, we also excluded Komohana Ag Complex, UHH farm, and 

all other off-campus sites. 
 

The following table shows the distribution of space occupied by both institutions 
in assignable square footage: 
 

 Assignable SQ FT
Main Campus  
  UHH 187,585
  HAWCC 73,189
  Common 128,533
  Total Main Campus 389,307
  
Manono Campus  
  UHH 27,390
  HAWCC 93,702
  Common 4,873
  Total Manono Campus 125,965

 
Furthermore, we agreed that for the common space, we will assign the space 
according to FTEs from UHH and HAWCC.  In Fall 2003, the FTE student count 
is 2,784 for UHH and 1,496 for HAWCC.  Since UHH generates 65.05% of the 
total FTE and HAWCC 34.95%, the common space will be split accordingly.  
Thus, the following table summarizes the total space assignable to each campus 
including common space (included is the gross square footage associated with the 
assignable square footage): 
 

 Assignable SQ FT Gross SQ FT 
Main Campus   
  UHH 271,196 420,369 
  HAWCC 118,111 156,392 
  Total Main Campus 389,307 576,761 
   
Manono Campus   
  UHH 30,560 40,509 
  HAWCC 95,186 129,277 
  Total Manono Campus 125,746 169,786 

 



II. Cost Calculations 
Attached are the worksheets for calculating the costs expended by UHH on 
HAWCC for the fiscal years FY 03 and FY 04.  The FY 03 numbers are actual 
numbers and the FY 04 numbers are based on actual numbers as of March 2004 
and extrapolated to June 2004.  Furthermore, HAWCC started to pay for their 
share of the telephone and postage charges beginning April 1, 2004.  The costs of 
UHH’s support for HAWCC operations are summarized as follows: 
 

 FY 03 FY 04 
  
Facility Support $1,460,285 $1,621,393 
  
Instructional/Student Services $601,404 $651,258 
  
Total $2,061,689 $2,272,651 

 
The above numbers have been verified by both UHH and HAWCC. 
 

III. Current Status 
According to Chancellors Tseng and Daniel’s status report to the October BOR 
meeting, the following three points were proposed: 
1. HAWCC should be given adequate funding by the UH system to pay the full 

cost of all their operations.  After seven months of intensive data gathering, 
the true costs have been verified as shown above. 

2. UHH will no longer be responsible for paying HAWCC’s portion of 
operations.  However, if desirable, UHH is willing to assist with some of 
HAWCC’s operations through an agreed upon formula.  This is on going. 

3. UHH will be compensated by the UH system for HAWCC’s portion of 
inflation and other increases since 1991.  This is also on going. 

 
IV. Recommendations 

1. HAWCC should be given the full cost of their operations, but, hold UHH 
harmless. 

2. UHH will work with HAWCC to develop a MOU on shared costs and 
services. 

3. UHH should start receiving past dues, possibly, in incremental payments over 
the next several years. 



FY '03 - Facility Support Worksheet
Main Campus Manono Campus UHH Cost HAWCC Cost

Electricity including Johnson Control $1,619,639 $282,656
  Cost per ASF $4.16 $2.25
  Cost per GSF $2.81 $1.66
  Cost/GSF * UHH GSF $1,180,465 $67,438 $1,247,903
  Cost/GSF *HAWCC GSF $439,174 $215,218 $654,392

Gas $21,473 $4,948
  Cost per ASF $0.06 $0.04
  Cost per GSF $0.04 $0.03
  Cost/GSF * UHH GSF $15,650 $1,181 $16,831
  Cost/GSF *HAWCC GSF $5,823 $3,767 $9,590

Water $50,071 $7,864
  Cost per ASF $0.13 $0.06
  Cost per GSF $0.09 $0.04
  Cost/GSF * UHH GSF $37,287 $1,744 $39,031
  Cost/GSF *HAWCC GSF $13,872 $5,566 $19,438

Sewer $44,073 $8,935
  Cost per ASF $0.11 $0.07
  Cost per GSF $0.08 $0.05
  Cost/GSF * UHH GSF $32,820 $1,982 $34,802
  Cost/GSF *HAWCC GSF $12,210 $6,324 $18,534

Refuse Collection (by FTE) $17,971 $8,758
  Cost to UHH $11,690 $5,697 $17,387
  Cost to HAWCC $6,281 $3,061 $9,342

Security (by FTE) $293,719 $191,064 $102,655

Cleaning $488,206 $157,511
  Cost per ASF $1.25 $1.25
  Cost per GSF $0.86 $0.86
  Cost/GSF * UHH GSF $363,558 $34,934 $398,492
  Cost/GSF *HAWCC GSF $135,256 $111,485 $246,741

Grounds (by FTE) $223,877 $145,632 $78,245

Repair and Maintenance $364,680 $117,701
  Cost per ASF $0.94 $0.93
  Cost per GSF $0.65 $0.64
  Cost/GSF * UHH GSF $271,570 $26,104 $297,675
  Cost/GSF *HAWCC GSF $101,034 $83,308 $184,341

Postage (Actual Cost) $173,058 $42,030

Telephone (actual cost, long distance $168,112 $23,329
  included in UHH but not in HAWCC)

Management and Support (by FTE) $205,000 $133,353 $71,648

$2,863,340 $1,460,285



FY '03 - Instructional/Student Support Worksheet
Total Expenditure UHH Cost HAWCC Cost

Library (by FTE) $1,292,731 $842,861 $449,870

HITS Support (by FTE) $170,284 $111,025 $59,259

Campus Center (by FTE) $102,445 $66,794 $35,651

Student Health Services (by FTE) $73,559 $47,960 $25,599

Women' Center (by FTE) $48,512 $31,630 $16,882

Housing (5% HAWCC) $93,580 $88,901 $4,679

Counseling Center (5% HAWCC) $121,780 $115,691 $6,089

International Student Services $67,500 $64,125 $3,375
  (5% HAWCC)

Total $1,368,987 $601,404



FY '04 - Facility Support Worksheet (Estimated)
Main Campus Manono Campus UHH Cost HAWCC Cost

Electricity including Johnson Control $1,929,995 $324,092
  Cost per ASF $4.96 $2.58
  Cost per GSF $3.35 $1.91
  Cost/GSF * UHH GSF $1,406,666 $77,325 $1,483,991
  Cost/GSF *HAWCC GSF $523,329 $246,767 $770,096

Gas $28,769 $8,169
  Cost per ASF $0.07 $0.06
  Cost per GSF $0.05 $0.05
  Cost/GSF * UHH GSF $20,968 $1,949 $22,917
  Cost/GSF *HAWCC GSF $7,801 $6,220 $14,021

Water $63,845 $9,251
  Cost per ASF $0.16 $0.07
  Cost per GSF $0.11 $0.05
  Cost/GSF * UHH GSF $47,544 $2,052 $49,596
  Cost/GSF *HAWCC GSF $17,688 $6,548 $24,236

Sewer $56,736 $11,532
  Cost per ASF $0.15 $0.09
  Cost per GSF $0.10 $0.06
  Cost/GSF * UHH GSF $42,250 $2,558 $44,808
  Cost/GSF *HAWCC GSF $15,719 $8,162 $23,881

Refuse Collection (by FTE) $30,696 $12,278
  Cost to UHH $19,968 $7,987 $27,955
  Cost to HAWCC $10,728 $4,291 $15,019

Security (by FTE) $278,084 $180,894 $97,190

Cleaning $542,395 $175,059
  Cost per ASF $1.39 $1.39
  Cost per GSF $0.96 $0.96
  Cost/GSF * UHH GSF $403,912 $38,826 $442,737
  Cost/GSF *HAWCC GSF $150,269 $123,905 $274,174

Grounds (by FTE) $259,879 $169,051 $90,828

Repair and Maintenance $364,680 $117,701
  Cost per ASF $0.94 $0.93
  Cost per GSF $0.65 $0.64
  Cost/GSF * UHH GSF $271,570 $26,104 $297,675
  Cost/GSF *HAWCC GSF $101,034 $83,308 $184,341

Postage (Actual Cost) $179,427 $29,599

Telephone (actual cost, long distance $163,596 $23,752
  included in UHH but not in HAWCC)

Management and Support (by FTE) $212,461 $138,206 $74,255

$3,200,852 $1,621,393



FY '04 - Instructional/Student Support Worksheet (Estimated)
Total Expenditure UHH Cost HAWCC Cost

Library (by FTE) $1,436,989 $936,917 $500,072

HITS Support (by FTE) $169,284 $110,373 $58,911

Campus Center (by FTE) $102,445 $66,794 $35,651

Student Health Services (by FTE) $73,559 $47,960 $25,599

Women' Center (by FTE) $48,512 $31,630 $16,882

Housing (5% HAWCC) $93,580 $88,901 $4,679

Counseling Center (5% HAWCC) $121,780 $115,691 $6,089

International Student Services $67,500 $64,125 $3,375
  (5% HAWCC)

Total $1,462,391 $651,258




